Hever Access Stairs Case Study
Maintenance of the railway track is not always easy, and in the Hever /
Tunbridge area there were unusually large distances between track
maintenance access points where the line ran through embankments for
extended stretches.
To make it safer for maintenance teams to access the line Network Rail
decided to add a number of access points along the track. Power + Line worked
on a number of these projects for Keltbray Rail, which essentially comprised
the installation of concrete staircases on a steep embankment between the
railway track and the public highway.
A key feature was that the clear stair
tread had to be two metres wide. This
was so that two workers could safely
carry equipment up and down the
staircase abreast of each other instead
of one behind the other. This width
made it difficult to construct the
landings, however, as it meant the
landings were cantilevered out from the
slope of the embankment and required
significant support.
The sheer mass of concrete in these
structures and the steepness of the
slope presented another problem in
that during periods of heavy rain the
embankment could become subject to
slippage. Without appropriate
precautions there would be a risk of the
entire staircase sliding down the
embankment under its own weight and
onto the railway track. In response to
this, both a retaining wall for each
Illustration 1: Forming a landing in the embankment
landing and piles of two metres were
necessary to anchor the structure to the
slope of the cutting, while drainage was installed to reduce soil erosion by
rainfall.

An initial survey and CAT scan of the slope was carried out and the location of
the landings was worked out. A hand dig was undertaken to establish the flat
construction area for the landings. Then the foundation piles were excavated
with a portable counterweight hydraulic auger.
Short spiral pile cages were
installed and the concrete
poured. Both the intermediate
and base landing shutters plus
the connecting stair treads
shutters were put in place. A
double layer of 393 reinforcing
mesh was positioned inside the
shutters and tied into the
exposed rebar of the pile caps.
Concrete was then pumped from
a static concrete pump parked
on the roadside along up to 40
metres of ground laid hoses to
the shutters. When the concrete
had cured the shutters were
struck and structure made good
and back filled. Suitable hand
railing was then fitted on both
sides of the staircase and
landing.

Illustration 2: Striking shutters on the access staircase

